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1 Future Intelligent Systems

Companion-systems (CS) are a vision of future technical

systems, which take into account the user’s abilities,

preferences, requirements and current needs, reflecting the

user’s situation and emotional state. They are competent,

always available, cooperative, trustworthy, and cooperative

service partners [7]. For the realization of CS, cognitive

processes like reasoning and planning are utilized in order

to infer executable actions from a knowledge-base,

required to assist solving the user’s intended task.

Depending on the kind of a CS, these actions may be

executed directly (by the underlying technical system) or

by (instructing) the user. In both cases, the CS may be

involved in initiating hazards; either directly, by execution

of actions itself, or indirectly, by guiding a user who

probably lacks knowledge to foresee the impact of his/her

actions. This relates to a system safety process. From the

user’s perspective, system safety is related to trustworthi-

ness of CS. From the manufacturer’s perspective, the

declaration of conformity to relevant standards and at least

product liability aspects oblige to perform safety

considerations.

2 System Safety Problem of Intelligent Systems

Safety is typically defined as relative freedom from danger

or the risk of harm. System safety is the engineering dis-

cipline which aims at developing safe systems and prod-

ucts. Traditionally, system safety is considered as a

discipline with the attempt to identify potential hazards

during the system design phase. Intelligent systems are

used in complex situations for which it is difficult to design

and deploy conventional systems. Hence, the hazard

identification can be complex, as well as the balancing

between risk mitigation and task performance. For

instance, for an intelligent system in a complex environ-

ment that perceives, reasons, and plans its interactions on

basis of a (probably adjustable) knowledge base it is

challenging to ensure system safety: For hazard identifi-

cation, establishing countermeasures, and identifying

effects on system performance it has to be taken into

account mutual interaction of system state, knowledge base

state, and resulting reaction of environment state and vice

versa. This problem is addressed in outlined dissertation

thesis exemplary in the scope of service robots [1].

3 Safety of Service Robots

Future service robots shall autonomously provide services

in different spheres of life by executing demanding and

complex tasks in a dynamic environment. Typical visions

of useful tasks are serving beverages and foods, cleaning,

or guiding through museums, shops, buildings, and the like.

These tasks are commonly a composition of basic but

differently parameterized actions, which are arragend by

planning and often related to a manipulation of environ-

ment objects. The manipulation aspect has a significant
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meaning for the complexity of the system safety: The so-

called object interaction hazards occur when environment

objects interact with objects that are manipulated by a

robot, e.g., a burning kandle and a paper napkin, hot

cooking plate and a wooden cutting board or humans and

boiling water. This problem area is so far not addressed in

current research work or in the relevant standards.

Hardware design or motion control are assumed to be

less relevant for object interaction hazards. Rather, these

hazards have to be considered at a deliberative level. In

order to sufficiently consider the environment and opera-

tion context, the system has to be aware of such interac-

tions. In the context of autonomous vehicles, a dynamic

risk assessment (DRA) concept is outlined [6], which

postulates that risks have to be continously assessed by the

system itself during runtime. This concept is adopted and

integrated into a cognitive architecture in order to combine

it with cognitive functions, such as anticipation, planning,

and learning [2]. The strategy is pursued that anticipated

situations can be assessed with regard to risks and the

information about risks can be taken into account within

the planning process of a robot [5].

The safety knowledge base of a DRA component is

derived using a suggested procedural model. In this con-

nection, the concept of the so-called ‘Safety Principles’ is

introduced. Safety Principles are formalizations of risks

abstracted to root causes of hazard actuation. These root

causes are referenced to object properties and shall remain

as well valid for future unknown situations [4]. In addition,

Safety Principles can be considered as meta-structure,

which may integrate already available safety-related

approaches (adaptive collision avoidance, adaptive com-

pliant actuation, etc.).

However, it can be assumed that the safety knowledge

potentially lacks completeness. For this reason, light is

shed as well on selected learning methods in the scope of

safety-critical systems: For instance, a ‘learning from

demonstration’ approach is investigated, constituting

interesting potential for improving or simplifying the

generation process of the safety knowledge [3].

Finally, the thesis reveals a general perspective on

potential hazards of intelligent autonomous systems. It

describes the generation, integration, utilization, and main-

tenance of an explicit system-internal safety knowledge base

for DRA. It denotes an overall concept toward solving the

advanced safety problem of intelligent autonomous systems.
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